Lesson 1: Be Relatable
Overview:
When was the last time you had an honest exchange with another person, one that was so moving it
might have even changed your life? Just how relatable you are in all of your relationships — be they at
work or outside of it — is a hallmark of leadership. Throughout this course, we’re going to ask you to
reflect on how you care about and treat others in your everyday activities. Along the way we’ll also
provide hints and techniques for improving your relatability quotient.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify opportunities to be more personable in your interactions
Cultivate an environment of respect
Interpret and own your mistakes
Differentiate the three types of empathy and why they matter
Assess feedback and ask for assistance

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Be More Personal
Respect Others
Manage Mistakes and Apologize
Empathize
Ask for Help and Feedback
What kind of leader am I?
Knowledge Check

Dan’s Relatability Quotient: A Personal Story
What Is Emotional Intelligence?
Diving Deep into Empathy
What Is Cognitive Dissonance?
Case Study: Jacinda Ardern

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~60 min
Contains: 9 videos, 7 job aids, 1
poem and multiple activities

Duration: ~70 min
Contains: 3 videos, 1 audio file, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 24 extra
resources

Lesson 2: Play for Meaning
Overview:
When you play for meaning, you put aside your own wants, interests, and needs to recognize what’s
best for the people you are leading. Whether it be peers, colleagues or team members, when you fail to
play for meaning, people will question your values. Are you a leader interested solely in selfish interests
or are you selfless? Too many people believe leadership is about reigning. Spoiler alert: it’s not! This
lesson is designed to increase your ability to play for meaning, to instill a sense of purpose in your
leadership.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Define what it means to be a leader who acts with purpose
Identify factors that get in the way of playing for meaning
Apply tips, techniques, and actions to add more meaning to your leadership style
Summarize the relationship between purpose and meaning

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Why am I here?
Whom am I serving?
What am I trying to accomplish?
How do I want to be known?
What kind of leader am I?
Knowledge Check

Play for Meaning: A Personal Experience
Are You an Egocentric Leader?
Purpose: Why it Matters
How to Manage Your Reputation

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~65 min
Contains: 7 videos, 6 job aids, 1
poem and multiple activities

Duration: ~50 min
Contains: 3 videos, 3 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 22 extra
resources

Lesson 3: Stay Present
Overview:
It’s no wonder the biggest driver of workplace stress is workload. Leaders and employees alike cannot
seem to change their behavior when it comes to the concept of time. A nerve-wracking workload is the
result. In sum, most of us don’t use our time very well. The systems we adopt to convince ourselves we
are winning the time battle are mere illusion. To improve your ability to lead, you must come clean. Time
is the enemy. Ultimately our mismanagement of time has reached epic heights, the point at which it’s
detrimentally affecting our ability to lead self and others. Time management isn’t the answer, however.
Behavior change to use your time more effectively is the key.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine the value of scheduling time for focused work
Prioritize your time so you can remain present and, in the moment,
Apply mindfulness techniques to your daily routine
Differentiate between capacity, efficiency, and productivity
Assess how people use their time in the workplace
Develop best practices for making the best use of your time
Analyze your workplace for efficiencies

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Schedule Me Time
Be Fully Present
Practice Mindfulness
Capacity, Efficiency & Productivity
Performing Audits
Establish Norms
Analyze the Workweek
What Kind of Leader Am I?
Knowledge Check

Are You Working Too Hard?
Is Distraction Your Enemy?
Take Control of Your Time
Mindfulness Tips
Are You a Workaholic?

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~65 min
Contains: 10 videos, 8 job aids, 1
audio file and multiple activities

Duration: ~45 min
Contains: 2 videos, 3 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 26 extra
resources

Lesson 4: Remain Curious
Overview:
Aside from any degrees, certifications of formal training you may possess, have you taken the time to
explore and learn outside of a classroom setting? Do you consider yourself an inquisitive person?
Throughout this course, we’re going to ask you to reflect on your ability to remain curious and become a
lifelong learner. We’ll also provide hints for improving your curiosity quotient.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Apply the act of learning to everything you do and to help others do the same
Identify opportunities to engage and learn from others
Determine any gaps in your skills and knowledge and how to fill them
Develop habits to reinforce how to become a lifelong learner
Explore ideas for nurturing a sense of curiosity in yourself and others

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Lead Off
Engage Others

Reflective Sand: A Poem
Why We Don’t Remain Curious
Spray and Pray Learning Methodologies
The Link Between Curiosity, Lifelong
Learning, and Peter Drucker
When “Stay Curious” Meets “Play for
Meaning”
Will You Be The Master Of Your Curiosity
Fate?
What’s the Problem With Performance
Reviews?

Books & articles
Movies
Poems

Adapt
Reinforce
Nurture Forward
Learn
What Kind of Leader Am I?
Knowledge Check

Duration: ~53 min
Contains: 7 videos, 7 job aids, and
multiple activities

Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~40 min
Contains: 1 video, 4 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 25 extra
resources

Lesson 5: Embrace Change
Overview:
This course delves into the widely disliked concept of change and the practical reasons why embracing
change leads to new growth opportunities. In addition to understanding some of the reasons people
are generally reluctant to change or believe change is rarely beneficial, leaders are asked to evaluate
their own approach to change and are provided with ideas to ease employee concerns related to
change. As a leader of self and others, no matter the situation, you have to embrace change, or that goal
you’re trying to attain may never get achieved. That team you’re leading may never improve its results.
Much hinges on how you embrace change. The phrase is easy to say—embrace change—but much
harder to employ.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Apply lessons learned in the past with how you adapt to change in present and future situations
Recognize when employees need an empathetic ear, listening to their concerns
Develop skills to reframe the way you think about change
Interpret change in a positive way
Identify opportunities when you may need to ask for help during moments of change

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Lessons Learned Forward
Listen Up
Reframe
Spilt Milk Bright Side
SOS — Ask for Help
What Kind of Leader Am I?
Knowledge Check

Are You Set in Your Ways?
The Colour of Growth
Being Adaptive in the Change
Embrace Change by Being Open
Embracing and Initiating Change
The 8-Step Process for Leading Change
Tips for Staying Positive Through Change

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~67 min
Contains: 6 videos, 7 job aids, and
multiple activities

Duration: ~33 min
Contains: 2 videos, 2 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 25 extra
resources

Lesson 6: Dare to Share
Overview:
When you assume you have all the knowledge to make a decision, you have decided to go with your
own bias and reject information that would change assumption into an evidence-based decision. You
have decided to dismiss your colleagues by not sharing information. When we work alone it can indeed
become an isolating, empty feeling. It’s why the act of sharing is one of the advantages to a more caring
form of leadership.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the underlying reasons why people are resistant to sharing
Develop skills and practices for sharing your vital knowledge with others
Discover any gaps in your own willingness to share and how to fill them
Explore ideas for disseminating information across the organization
Create regular routines for collecting and sharing information

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Why We Don’t Share
Up
Down
Around
Collecting is Sharing
What Kind of Leader Am I?
Knowledge Check

Do You Have a Silo Mentality?
Executive Assistants Are The Real Heroes
The ABC's of Collaboration
Collaborative Leader Action Model (CLAM)
Identifying Bias in the Workplace
Damian and His Phone
Poem: The Gift of Give

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~70 min
Contains: 7 videos, 6 job aids, and
multiple activities

Duration: ~45 min
Contains: 2 videos, 3 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 25 extra
resources

Lesson 7: Command Clarity
Overview:
This course explores the power of having credibility and a laser focus as a leader. By holding firm on
your chosen path, making sound decisions that support your strategy, and communicating in a clear,
concise way, you can command clarity. Not only will you gain the respect of those around you, you’ll be
more likely to achieve your goals and objectives when you remain authentic and transparent and infuse
joy into everything you do. Your team needs to see and know you are a credible leader who keeps
distractions at arm’s length and maintains a laser focus. You stay the course, steering the ship forward
through choppy waters, ignoring those who encourage you to sail abroad. You command clarity. But
don’t forget joy. Indeed, there’s the need for a little cheerfulness, too.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Assess how your actions today impact your future
Apply the principles of honesty and transparency to everything you do
Develop strategies for staying focused
Identify opportunities to balance your workload
Evaluate your decision-making capabilities

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment

Poem: Dear Goats
Mike Desjardins: The Link Between a
Growth Mindset and Command Clarity
Fulfilling Your Decisive Duty
Roger L. Martin: How to Command Clarity
by Being More Efficient and Engaging
Nilofer Merchant: How to Match One’s
“Command Clarity” Quotient with Your
Ability to Play for Meaning
Managing Your Workload

Books & articles

Duration: ~30 min
Contains: 2 videos, 3 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 25 extra
resources

Current vs. Future State
Truth Test
Focused Foresight
Load Balance
Decisive Duty
What Kind of Leader Am I?
Knowledge Check
Duration: ~59 min
Contains: 7 videos, 6 job aids, and
multiple activities

Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Lesson 8: Commit to Balance
Overview:
The problem presented in this lesson is simple: if you believe leadership happens from behind a desk or
by the pressing of buttons on a digital device — without any thought about collaborating with your team,
listening to their viewpoints, recognizing their achievements, coaching them to greater heights, tackling
diversity issues head-on, and continuously being inclusive — you will find yourself staring up at the
proverbial skies from a deep hole. It is not the sort of balance a caring leader exudes.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize the value and critical importance of team diversity
Identify opportunities for inclusion in your workplace
Develop strategies for being more flexible in your team’s work styles
Demonstrate the act of employee recognition
Apply fast, efficient, and effective coaching techniques
Discover the importance of getting out from behind your desk

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Diversify
Include
Flex
Recognize
Coach
Trek
What kind of leader am I?

The Desperate Need for Workplace EDI
Championing Diversity in Your Workplace
Poem: In the Shadows of The Long Dark
5 Helpful Tips for Flex Workers
The Lasting Impact of Recognition
Quashing Your Subversive Shadow Culture
Speaking Truth to Bullsh*t
What Is Engagement?

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs
TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

Duration: ~80 min
Contains: 5 videos, 1 audio file, 1 narrated
poem (downloadable) and multiple
activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 26 extra
resources

Knowledge Check
Duration: ~55 min
Contains: 7 videos, 7 job aids and
multiple activities

Lesson 9: Champion Others
Overview:
It’s time for leaders to be far more modest and humbler. Start caring. Be kind. Stop the bravado. We will
sail in an ocean of problems if we choose superiority over humility. We will be unable to build trust,
make friends, offer counsel or collaborate with others. The list of related problems is near infinite. The
key is to become the champion of others. There is much to love about being a humility-based leader.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize the value of humility & understand the impact your actions can have on others
Identify appropriate opportunities to expose your weaknesses and highlight your strengths
Listen to and learn from the next generation while demonstrating giving back to others
Analyze ideas, feedback, and information from people farther down the organizational chart
Prioritize the need for civility and respecting others

Learning:
Core Module Topics

Bonus Content Module Topics

Extra Resources

Assessment
Humility
Break the Mirror
Get Naked
Surround Yourself With Smarter
People Than You
Say, “I Don’t Know”
Play Jeopardy!
Reverse Mentors
Start Skipping
Voluntold
Recognize Their Pain
Say Gesundheit
What Kind of Leader Am I?
Knowledge Check

How to Improve Employee Apathy
How To Champion Others
Poem: I See You
Pushing Past Our Mistakes
What Does It Look Like to Champion
Others?
Are You a Leader or a Manager
Understanding Empathy Deficit Disorder
Keys to Leading Self and Leading Others
Final Thoughts

Books & articles
Movies
Poems
Songs

Duration: ~67 min
Contains: 13 videos, 12 job aids,
and multiple activities

Duration: ~53 min
Contains: 5 videos, 2 audio files, and
multiple activities and takeaways

Contains: full listing
or links to 25 extra
resources

TED Talks
Art
Quotes
Heroes

